Learning Objectives
A student who completes this module will be able to:
1. Explore a GIS map and get information about map features 2. Preview geographic data and metadata 3. Add data to a map 4. Describe the structure of a GIS map 5. Explain how a GIS represents real-world objects 6. Change the way features are drawn on a map 7. Access feature information in different ways 8. Describe spatial relationships of map features 9. Describe how GIS can be used to solve problems
ArcMap and ArcCatalog
Using the ArcMap allows the user to control the whole map, and do changing, modification, and updating, at any time, within a very short period of time. ArcMap makes the map be dynamic, in a way that it is subject to any change, in term of color, symbols, classification, and layout. You can perform and distance measurement, in any unit you desire; regardless the map unit of the map.
You can zoom in and out to see different areas with more or less detail, you can decide what features you want to see and how they are symbolized. But most important is that you can retrieve the database, of the features, displayed on the map.
In this topic, you'll learn some of the concepts to which GIS maps are based. But first, you'll do an exercise to see just how easy they are to use and explore.
The ArcCatalog application organizes and manages all GIS information, such as maps, globes, data sets, models, metadata, and services. It is an application for managing your data in term of copy, delete, review, browse, search, and other functionality.
It includes tools to 
Create a Thumbnail
Thumbnail allows you to use pictures (images) instead of shapes for variable and tool elements in a model diagram. Thumbnails draw quickly because they are snapshots; the data isn't displayed when you see a thumbnail. Table of Contents/General tab/Click on the Layer Name and type "Volcano" OR 5. Click twice on "ca_volcanic" and rename the file's name 6. Repeat the previous step and rename all the layers for example "ca_airport" will be "Airport", the rest "Cities", "School", "California"
Symbolize the Layers
Symbolizing means assigning various things to the features, if you have a point feature, you can apply different colors, sizes, and shapes. If you have line feature you can apply width, and color and if you have polygon features you can apply patterns, colors, and make it transparent. Symbology is also a scale dependent. A city in California may be a polygon on one map if the scale is large such as 1:70,000 or a point on another map, if the scale is small such as 1: 4,000,000. In ArcGIS, the symbols are organized by style, such as Civic, Conservation, Crime Analysis, Environmental, Geology, and others. In addition GIS allow you to create your own symbols. The Symbology is applied to a field in the attribute table.
ArcGIS allow you to symbolize the feature and then save it as a layer, so when the layer is added to the map the feature is already symbolized the way you saved it. Symbology is also can be applied to the images. You are going to change the symbol and color of the school and the color of the airport. 
Using Relative Paths
Relative paths in a map specify the location of the data contained in the map relative to the current location on disk of the map document (.mxd file) itself. As relative paths don't contain drive names, they enable the map, and its associated data, to be moved to any disk drive without the map having to be repaired. If you don't set the relative path, and you move your map document from one directory, such as (\\C:\data\), to another directory (\\K:\GIS\), (or another computer), you will encounter a problem when you display your layer data. The layer will still appear in ArcMap TOC with red exclamation mark, but will not display in the Data View. To avoid this issue, it is recommended to set the relative path.
